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Interesting, challenging, intellectually exciting a ndiprofp- '

sionally ,rewarding are words normally not associated with the study,
0

of Canada. Exempting the border states and study centers at Duke

plc! Johns Nopkin, most American academicians have ignored Canada.

A "vast, almost empty space where life_is quieter than in the '

United States may appear unglamorous, dull, almost.,backwarci to
a

Americans' enamored of Zaire, Bangladesh and Cuba.. Recognition of
)

the worth of Canadian studies has, in the past, been minimal and,

- the conventional lament of "missionaries" in the United States
00

has been heard often. Canadian studies advocates almost openly

wish for a revolution, major confrontation orrnationalization of

vi
-American property as a device to accord their specialty the

prestige that Vietnam, the Congo and Cubajhave afforded Asilan,

African and Latin American scholars.

Canadian nationalism, "missionary" activities, energy re-

source problems and pollutionhave made' Canadian studies as fresh

as today's New York Times. The cl'ssroom instructor, at the college

and university level, can capitglizA on that interest to utilize

Canada in his examples. Yesterday's self-pity has no more vitality

than the stodgy pages of an old Saturday Evening Post. Today's
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Canadian studies sdhol'ar needs to furnisli his disciplin&ry colleagues -

whether in 'oc.iology, literature or political science - with ideas
t

A

and approaches that mesh the rising interfest in fanada with tradi -

tional approaches and concerns ,in a field., living Canada as a model

. or case studj, affords understandlng and a base for potential growth.

Political Scientists, teaching American government, compara-

tive politics, institutional processes and policies, or international_

relations, can use Canada as'a testing laboratory for hypotheses.

Ng matter hoW\thefield is'divided, Canadian exper'iences can e

instructive and relevant. While suggestions may not always be .

fresh and untried, they should, offer insights and interpretations

which can make Canada meaningful for most courses in political

science.

Our principleL,purpose is to raise questions, offer suggestions

and to specify areas of inquiry where the study of Canada bears

directly on important topics of interest to.00litical scientists.

Our listings are nct exhaustive, but illustrative. Political

science, of courses, is not the study of Current events. History,

the disOpline from which political science evolved, must not be

ignored. We believe the surest way to understand the future and'

make empirically valid generalizations is to have knowledge about.

similar philnomena in the past. We also subscribe to the compara-
.

tive approach. Societies and institutions are best under'stood

in relation-to one another. Nation-building, policies, institu-

tions and international relations are areas we have selected for

attention.
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A.- Nation-building

A major problem confronting many politicallsystems, especially
o,

those of the Third. Wor ld- is nation-building.2 What, can a political

syttem,do to inculcat a sense of shared nationality, in people who

often lack a common history, religion,, and language? How is a

nation to be,constructed out of an artificially created geographic

entitity? §ys'kems-as different as Nigeria, Israel, and Lndia'

have addressed this question. While most of the.nation-building
0

systemsiexaMined in-comRarative politics courses focus on the

Third World, danada oifers an example_of a 20th century, affluent,

developed, Western nation that has grappled with'this problem and

has demonstrated some degree of success in nation-building despite

the existence of cultural cleavage not unlike that of many develop-
.

ing nations. Canada's achievement, With minimal coercion 'and
I

Violence, has afforded,Considerabla respect for sub-cultures. The

French fact remains. Thus the Canadian success story as well as

its pattern of opeAtion might serve as a model for others.

Canada has attempted th.e Herculean feat of reconciling

nationLbuilding with tolerance for diversity: Thus Laurier, the

first French Prime Minister of Canada, offered a famous analogy:

Below the island of Montreal the water that comes from the

north, from the Ottawa, unites with the waters that come

from the western Oakes, but united they do not mix. There

they run, parallel; separate, and distinguistable and yet

are one stream, flowing'within the same banks; the mighty ,

St: L'aw ience rolling on toward the sea ... as perfect image

of our nation.
3
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The Canadian appeal to a moslic, a salad bowl pattern, perhaps

best under\ stood.as the co- existence of the mosaic and melting-pbt,,

allows comparisons with the more dionolithiceAmerican approach.

Does the ,mosaic really operate or is it a symbolic gesture to

appease the thirty percent of.the.population which is Frenc ? Is

the mosaic an ideal or just a rationalization of the. unavoidable?

Has Canada been forced to-accommodate unassimilated Quebec thereby .
f

.

.,

providing a precedent for otherOnon-English immigrants? Can' the
,

. .
.

mosaic pattern be reconciled with a common nationality or does it

place too great a strain on the political system? Do defenders

if

of the mosaic arrangement deduce too much from the -Swiss model?

Nation-building also involves-a search for symbols of nation-
. ,,,

,_
ality.

4
Every society attempt'Sr, to create symbols B1-tffection and

. .

unity but the process is especialli.crucial for the so-called new
a - 9

nations. Yet, history often deters unitry. Different segments of
4

/the population entertain different and often conflicting .inter-
.

pretations of the past. German Catholics and Protestants view the

axploits of Luther differently. french leftists and rightists

react dissimilar) 'to the Paris Cdmmune. The Battle of the Boyne

possesses a different meanin)g for Ulster Orangemem than Greenmen.

Marriott examines this problem in India where Moslems and Hindus

have conflicting interpretations-of the past. Each community

cites-its victories at the expense of the other.5.. Consequently

the Indian government attempted to, create.a secular State and

utilizedritual and paraphernalia associated with the non-

. controversial ddhist realm.

.Canad'a has searched for symbols that aid in addressing the

A
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6identity Rroblem and that encyurage a sense of national unity.

_There is, however,. a potential for eXplosion. Quebec's memory

lo the Con nest, the Manitoba school question, wartime con-,

scription,.etc Aare different than -English tanada's recolI lection.
7

The 1960's controversiei.ovfir the two nations concept, the new 7 .

flag, and the national anthem attest,to the survival of the dif-

ferences. the' -other hand, Canada seems'to have found viable

unifying symbols. Some :institutions transcend cultural division

enjoy high levels of legitimacy'- the parliament, the maple.
.

leaf, and' some' historical occurrences as the War of 1812. All

Canadians /share a pride_in-contrasting their society with the
4

United States. George' Woodcock writes:

The,Canadian is concerned about his identity. A the.lucky

citizen of a middle paver which has never started a war of

its own accord,,has -never oppressed another peop e, and

has won its independence at the costof three ti y rebellions,

he has few glorious events around which to build his sense

of nationhood. What he does have is
A
precisely his collective

sense of ,difference from the Americans. Canada came into

existence because a group of Britisli tolonies did

tb be subjected to thefiCaesarism"thitis endemic

not wish{

n the

N

American-political system. The people of these colonies,

were not impressed by the megalomania of the United States,

- they contrived - though opeleSsli,outnumbered - tooavdid being
0, A

'swallowed up by the American colossus,.wand their attitude

had the-curious .4fect of convprting the Yankees who settled

among them into loyal if not enthusiastic British subjects.
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As.a political being, the Canadian has remainpdmarkedly
a 0 "

'crifferent.from the Americn,experimenting with socialism
. 6

and social credits favouring a parliablentiry style of

government whizt avoids the dangers of'divuised,iictator-

shipsimplicit in the Amercali institution of the,presidency,

and developing an individual form of confederation which is
4

even now -in the process of evolution. Canadians are less.

inclined to the e7otional and cruel extremes of Polities

than,,Americans; on the other hand, they lustain snore con-

sistent tran,ds of radicalism. Such comparisons between

Canada and the United States are inevitable, and Canadians

spend much of their time making them, for they are daily

conscious of living between a powerful and vollti.cally

dangerous neighbor to the south and a bleak wilderness to

the north,. They draw a satisfaction which sometimes

verges on smugness from being somewhat more tolerant

. and more'independenttban Americans.
8.

Fear Of absorption by the United States has not been the sole

ractor in uniting the two cultUres.
d

o Canada appears to have utilized what Nordlinger.calls con-

cessionalism. This involves generous symbolic and financial

concessions by the dominant iture to' the minority. This policy,

successfully utilized, has minimized cultural conflict in such

0
countries as Switzexland and Norway. 1

4 Concessional implemen-

tation raises some interesting questions for those who take this

approach. What prerequisites, are necessary to achieve majority

' acquiescence in concessionalism7 What limitations are imposer

on thee ruling elitebefore reaction and nativjsm are encouraged
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in the dominant group? Does concessionatism satisfy the 'minority

or simply whet its appetite for more? Is concessionalism an ,approach

that only the more affluent society, can afford? These questions
0 .

are especially relevant to the Amerlcan Once his govehment

seems increasingly commifted.to cultural concessionalism.

Canada/has pioneered in concessionalism. With the. Quebec Act
.

of 1774, the British made religious, cultural, and legal conceSsions

to 'the conquored French. Edmund Burke condemned the government *for

the discrepancy between its Canadian and Irish policies. British

Catholics had to waft. over 50 years for the same religiout freedoti

enjoyed by the defeated French.., The act of 1841, unifying Upper'

,rad Lower Canada with governmnt functioning on ,tile principle of

concurrent majorities in the French and English sections, was i
I

Nreat'con ession by the majority to t'ke inority. Since Confeder.1,

ation the'French have reaped numerous C cessional ,advantages.

Quebec hes, often been treated as a "province unlike the others."

With Laurieri_s eled,tion there was clear acceptance of a French-

Canadian as Prime Minister. Virtully every Prime Minister has

depended upon a lieuteOnt of the opposite culture% Macdonald

had-Cartier; Laurier had Fielding, King had LaPoint, Si. LaurenT

had Howe,jetc. Diefienbaker was severely criticized for this

omission as well as his basic insensitivity to French culturd.

The liberal Party, either by 'design or accident-has rotated the

party le dershtp between the cultures. !loth the Liberals and

thePro essiie Conservatives, when in power, have attempted. to

balan e the cabinet ethnically. Both the peRkership of the

House'and the office of the Governor- Genehal now rotate between

f
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the cultures.. The economic concessions demanded and gotten by

Jean Lesage, PrimeoMinister of Quebec, probably best illustrate

the economic workings of contessionalism.
11

Importadt concessions

follot4ed the Royal Commission.on Bilingualism and Biculturillsm's

report, 'forcing the federal government, as t4rough the Offic41

Languages Act, to recognize more agequately'French. Canada as' a

cultural instead of:a geographiC concept.
12

Thereafter, new

attempts were made to safeguaid the French, through media, educa-

tion and government. Imbalande in the civil service was a prime
P

area far reform.
0

fruitful .comparison might contrast 'the techniques employed
-0

to pacify Quebec with those-used to reconcile the defeated Americ4,11

South. The responses of 159th vanquished groups to these tech- --

niques might be studied. Both Southern and French sub-cultures

percetvedthemselves as different from the rest. of the'country.

Both were comquared, both were conservative, traditional, deeply

rellgious, and less developed. The British and later the Canadian

government' used concessionalism, deferring to the traditiodal

French leadership and the Catholic Church. Quebec enjoyed,con-
,,

siderable autonomy. As a consequence,the Fren.cy created a uni-

fied, cultural entity and romanticized their North American
o

deviation. They glorified their way of life, Its Catholicism,

soil bound agriculture,.and classical education. A similar
A

story unfolds with the defeate#American South. With the

Compromise of 1877, the South secured national acquiescencefor
/

its sphere of autonamy.
13

The traditional leaders acquired con-
.

trol of government with the freedom.to address the race problem
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in a Southern manner. Both generous economic concessions and

cabinet representation were accorded tti"e SOuth. Politically the

region solidified within.the Democatic Party and utilized its
o ff

Congressional influenoe'to-preserve its sphere of autonomy well

into the second, half of'the 20tItcerttury. Culturally, utilizing

the "Gone With the'Wind"-myth, the past was-romanticized.
14

South of refinement, agriculture, and classical edlicatioh was
%le

superior to the materialism;
1
induary and grossness of the M6rth.

The two Ofeated regions thus appear to have.igaped similar-con*

cessions and to- haVe created similar defensive mythologies.

Curiously; nation-building often involves the search for a

foreign model of emulation. Usually this represents an elitist,

exercise having but nominal °impact on theimasses. ,Also different
4

models are often projected by different elites. But'wty one

model ratherAhan another? Why the shifting popularity of

respective mpdels? When is there a rejection of foreign models

'and recognition of national accomplishments? Is there a pattern?

Mexican elites, fGr example,,at different times experimented with

Spanish, Aderican, and French models. Only afterAhe 1910
4 15Revolution did the Mexican model emerge, A period-of cu ltural

regeneration follow which encouraged a new /interest 'in .Mexico
4 -

and her Indian heritage. First the artists, later the pori,ticians,

realized that Mexico need not follow others but itself had some-

thing unique to contribUte to the wprld. Mexicans later contended

that Mexico possessed an indigehous revolution, a rich culture,

a viable po'litical system, and an impressiveieconomic growth rate.

The 'Lesson was clear, let others look to Mexico for a model!

00010
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O - Canada wlso provides an `.elite's search for madeloc

emulation. Initially, the moilel seemed to be the/ United°Kingdom;

United EfOre Loyalists were especially (Weil the Briti,th

Cohstitution, the' Monarchy, and the othee,s o mpire.
16

Later the model )for many Canadians' became the expanding, developing,

:affluent United States., Some, like Gold046 Smith, even advocated

annexatioW.: Recently some intellectuals have sggested the
,

Sanf.dinavian,model; emphasizing its colid war neutrality and

expanded commftment to the welfare state, Now, however, oreign-
\

,

models seemAess attractive and the-ex istAg Canadian syitem appears
r

. .
more attractive. A new pride, 0 turning inward, a self-reliance

and.a realization that Canada has much to offer to the world

has evolved.

Finally, Canada offers Interesting opportunities for examining

the relationship of religtOn to nati4;build,ing. Political scieN-
,

tists have, only reluctantly s'tudied r ligion and have psroduce'd

hothtng comkarable to the monumental works of Max Weber and Emile
N

Durkheim in sociology or R.H. Tawney and Ernst Troeltsch in

C

, ,

history.
17

, Yet religion is 'a better indicator of voting behavior

than, class in' many societies
.
of Western Euroi-.pe.

18
Addition,/ally,

. .

numerous international conflicts (Northern Ireland, NigeHa-Biafras

Ethiopia-Eritrea, India- .Pakistan) are interpreted, at least. by

the participants, as essentially religious. Sociologists' have

addressed the question of religioh and development, political
. . a

e
, \'-

scientists cannot lag long behind.

There are
. 4
vital questions relating religion'tb nation=Z

,.
4,nilding, given the MarxistrejectfOn of religiosity,fwhich

0.
.
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especially inte'r'est pliii.alistic Th'ii.d World countries.. --

0*

Is6secu
-, '

farism necessary for successful nation-building in a pluralistic

society?-That\is', can transcending na-AoQalism develop only after,,

religion ceases'to be vital 'to the individual? Or',. can religion ''

, collaborate in the work of nation-buildim?19 Or is the nature ,,,

.

of the yeli.91on the cr'itic'al variable? To mbai deagreetcan the
, . I , "- 4 ' ; '' l. 4#

polttical scientist with' his s:e-ctirar commitment.and belief in' the
1 e, ,n.

legi timaCy of class politics ,real ley, penetrate th.sqtkestidn?
..

. - ' '4 151P-, f ''' 'Canada:71s 'import rapt in examining the role of eligidn in
P'0

,

nation-buildiqigbe'cause of thereligious diverstty, and the,.

%..
importance assigned to it,by.Canadians.fi Som'e\coOnti-fes

i

in .

--,

'. s?..

1

Christendom are-religtOuslY pruralistic; bift more-frequently.one,%
. . -

sees religious homogenity"- Spain, France,-,Scandinuda, Italy,'
.

4 ,,
Y

. N. 1

(j

1/4--t

Columbia, etc. 'Here the nominal believer is pitted against the` be,
k q(%!

,

1

litVer rather than sect against sect. Canada, however, resents--7

witha religious mosaic with alkcurrents of Christianity present.
,,, '

,,, - 1

,Protestant, French Gatholic, cnglish Catholic, itniate', and
'..,t

,

Orthodox communitie'i co-exist, These communftits survive' within
i

.,, '
,

° the same politital 'system in& with sjimila financial-resources

available: The"possibilik, of a fairer.comparastiv analysis thane

,that involving religious .communities
. -

in diffren.t politica,1
°

. .. 4-- -
systems exists' ( These' eligious divisions have been impq.tant

,
;.

in the voting behavior as well as the 'party, identification of
,

.

Canadians. Historically, bot,h,Englis/h °and French have used-

religton to define their cultural identity. After the conquest.

the Church becameparticulffrly important tg;the ,French. tatholicism

l

-

was intertwined with national,fsm. A pattern si'milopr to. that in

c 00012
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Poland, G eece, and perhaps Scotland emerged; Conquored

peoples -intinsified their religiosity in, the face of the heretical

conquprer.- For the Church, in these cultures, a myth of resistance

persec tion combined with a policy of moderation and collabora-

tioh.developed.. Rejection of the Church implied, secularization

and a loss of nationality.

B. Policies

Canada is a .rich laboratory for persons interested in a policy

approaCh to the study of political scjence. Without exhausting

the field, tkree areas of policy will be examined which offer

bumeroMs,cqmparative opportunities -- immigration, corruption, and
-g

small nation survival. /

The topical immigra ion question has explosive potential for

,domestic American politics. American immigration authortties

estimate that four to twelve million illegal immigrants are in

the United States. Over 800,000 new illegal entrants were

apprehended last year and it is estimated that one to four times

that number went unapprehen641 The experience of the American

past seems irrelevant to the present large Spanish - American.

migraktion.
21

The late 19th, early 20th century European immi-

grants, coming 4ndividually, were motivated to assimilate. They
1

were separated by an ocean from the mother country. White,

Anglo-Saxon, Protestant cultural self-confidence and massive

economic expansion were at their 'zenith. Although some nativism

certainly existed, most Americans viewed the newcomers as assets.

The present immigrants, in contrast, arrive at ..a time of WASP

00013



identity crisis, a commitment to zero population growth, fiscal

austerity, and increasing unemployment. Most come from Mexico and

move into areas having large Spanish speaking ghettoes. Goverri-

ment deference to ethnicity and marry rewards based on eth i cre-
,

dentials. diminish past pressures toward assithilation. A contln-

uation of this Spanish-American migration, combined with WASP

zero' population growth, could present the United States-with pin

_unprecedented and far different cultural mix. Canada, With,its

'mos,aic ideal, and its experience with an unassimilated linguistic

and cultural group might serve As a more adequate model for,Amer-

ican,futureaction than the American past. Additionally, the

experience of such European nations as Britain, France, and .

Switzerland might be relevant. The politics of immigration might

'be increasingly important to both domestic and\international affairs.

A second topical policy question involves the politics-/of

corruption,
22

Corruption seems an unusually acute problem in
%.

the Third World with their limited resource's and concern for

economic and political development. Perhaps there has been a

'tendency to apply an alien norm to Third World performance. Some

contend that "corruption" often performs an important function

in contributing to legitimizattpn and systemicstability. 23

Now; for example°, big city machine politics, considered corrupt

by progressives, are seen as acculturating the immigrants to

American life. The political scientist js therefore Conrronted

with some distinctixe questions. What exactly is corruption?.

What role does it perform in the lifeof the polity? Is it ,

inevitable? What is the relationship of corruption to political

culture, institutionalization, and deyelopmental levels?

T
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Canada is a democratic, parliamentary system with a culturally

mixed citizenry, a frontier tradition, and high levels of affluence.
4+

Canada has also had to addres-s the question of corruption. "Numer-.

COouS Quebec'scandals, especially under Maurice Du lessis; the 1873

Canadian Pacific Railway morass; the 1915-16 War Profiteering

scandals; the Customs Department affair'of 1926; The BeaUharnois

Power Company "sontributions";-and the indiscretions of the Pearson

period -.including the Munsinger affair - are but a few of, the

cases available foe stuay-24 Canada pr'oyides the possibility of.

examining the opportunities for and the deterrents to corruption

°in a parliamentary-federal system. These may then. be placed in

a Comparative perspective.

A. third policy area involves small nation cultural survival

in the face of super-power pressure for standardization. Are the

small nations destined to cultural extinction? Is "developffient"'

just another name for conformity? What tools ofresistance are

available to small nations? The Canadian experience is valuable

given Canada!s position as a predbminantly English speaking

nation of 22 million people located next to the United States.

Thus Canadians have been concerned with defining Canadian culture

in contrast to the American variety.
25

They have attempted to

demonstrate that Canadian artists, novelists, and poets are

different fr6m theinfAmerican counterparts, interested in the

cultural mosaic, existing frontiers and the solitude of the

Artic. There has been concern with the impact of American media

and governmett support accorded Canadian competitors, as the

00015
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, Canadian Broadcasting Corporafjon. *Pities have bemoaned -the

disproportionate numbers of American academicians in Canadian

Universities'as well as the flVod of American textbooks.
1

Herbert Spiro has introduced the concept of "style" to the

study of comparative politics. 26 Different types-'of. political

systems have,different political cultures with characteristical6

d4?ferent orientations in policy-making. Such social scientists
a

as Gad Horowitz, Seymour M. Lipset and Kenneth McRae have attempted

to accoq(nt for the differences in Canadian and American Styles.
27

Horowitz notes a greater tolerance for versity and ahigher
.

. r

level of moderation in Canadian than in American policy-making.

Canada never experienced a McCarthy reaction to the,cold-war nor

a hysterical crusade against governmental intervention in the

economy. Building on Louis Hartz, Horowitz attributes this

tolerance in Canada tp the,existe,nce of the full European

spectrum. This contrasts with American dogmatization

of the single Lockaan liberal tradition. Empire Loyalists pro-

vided Canada with a Tory tradition that would rival the later

liberal tradition. The Tories would stress the importance bf

the organic community in Contrast to the liberal stress on

atomized. competition. Given the early ideological diversity,

the failure to "-establish" liberalism', 'and the Tory emphasis on

organic community, it was quite possible for an indigenous social-

ist tradition to develope. Canada would not become a one myth

nation, hence the higher level of moderatioh and tolerance.

Both Lipset and McRae'are,concerned O th the -contrast

Votween Canada and the United States! Both emphasize the political

00016
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'origin of each state.. Eachobservees that Canada, unlike the

United States, has a counter-revolutionary tradition. The Loyal-

fists, defeated in the,southern colonies re- established them-

selves...1h Canada. They had treeenddus respect for constitutional-
.

ism, law and compromise. They rejected appeals to force as

American. There was na,revolutJonary legitimization of a resort

to force. Consequently,.the Canadian 'and American approaches to..

the frontier and to the Indian, were quite different. Lipset
,

especially stresses the. importance of Canadian ,reaction to the

United 'States intiie development of a Canadian style.

Canada had to be conttantTy 'on its guard. against. ,the
4 4

expansionist tendencies of the-United,States. It coul

not, leave its frohtier coMmunities unprotected, or autono-,

mous. ,Law and order in the foam of the lent

North'West Mounted Police moved inp fralkey Atlements

. along with the settlers. This cont ibUted to the establish-

anent of a ireat tradition of respect for the institutions

of law and order on the Canadian as ,compared to the American

'frontier.. At the same time, frontier egalitarianism and

individualism were -played down in Canada because they were

linked to American values and might conceivably undermine

national integrity ...
28

The Horowitz, Lipset, and McRae hypothesis suggests that

the political sc'ence instructor might comparatively explore

political development in terms of the nature of national political

origin. The key to the stile of national politics might relate
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to the origin of the nation-building' process. Histafimight be
A

far more important than political scientists have been willing

to concede. Canada's origin mightbe profitably contrasted with

'that of such.systems as the American, Spanish, German and Mexican.

Subsequdnt'polittcai.development in systems having a,frevolutionary

origjn.mi,ght bekontfasted with the' development of such counter-
-.

revolutionary states asCanada, Britain, and.Sweden. Deference

to a vyth of revolutiOnary)-origin may demand a c'astlWviolent,

- price. °.

cZ).

it%

C. Institutions -

1' iimperous social° scientists have addressed the question.of

..democratic institutiooali2 tion.
29

Why the dearth of viable

g
--democratic %Ystems whim democracy seems the-ideal of so, many?

What are the economic, cultural, - historical prerequisites for

demdcratic success? How important is-cultural', historical and
4

social congruency in supporting democratic ,political structures?

How vital is the loadfactor? Is democracy unducive to divisive -

nessness and hence a luxury for new nations concerned with nation.

building and deielopmen? The Canadian case is especially appro-

,priate to this study, anada is one of the few viable, enduring,

democratic systems.. Con idered relatively, it has provided-maxi-

mal individual freedom, minority protection, and institOtions-

allowing genuine participatiOn.3° Numerous immigrants from non-
.

democratic cultures have been successfully absorbed. Hence Canada

offers the opportunity for testing'some of the hypotheses that

were deduced largely from the Anglo-American, Northern European

experience. O
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Canadian federalism should also prove of interest to the
31

pollpcal scientist: t While -numerous political systems are

theoretically federal, few operate in a federal manner. Dis-

crepancy abounds between constitutional theory and actual

practiCe. oBothAelico and the U.S.S.R., for example, ere,con-
i

stitutionally federal, but actually unitary. Why the popularity

cif federalism 'in theory but the failure in practice? Why have

'sainle succeeded end others failed? Is there a historical, cultural,

.

social pattern of success? Is it'perhaps offered at the consti-

:4,tion building stage to appeise fearful minorities, but subverted

later aiit'of, political or, economic necessity? Can federalism be

reconciled to massive central iplapning to meet emergency needs, in

the areas bf population, ecology and limited resources? The.

Canadian system again is relevant as rare, viable, federal

system over one hundred years old. The Canadian' federal arrange-
.

ment represented.an attempt, to unite two peoples who thought of

themselves as different. There was little initial enthuAasm

for the scheme and many predicted a short life. ,The British

North American Act of 1867 offered a di4isibn of provincial and

federal power with the central government preponderant: This

model was' influenced by the American civil, war. and stales rights

squabbling. British judicial decisions later transformed the

initial undergtanding.\ Despite this change, thefederal sys'tem

has worked. Why?

Although Third Wqrld, new nation, federalism has declined, a

numbe of traditionally 9nitary turepean States seem to be
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evolving in a federal direction. Recently, Britain, France, and

Italy have proposed forms of regional devolution that resemble

federalism. These efforts are made to appease newly - .awakened

ethnic or regional interests. Thete changes arouse little

enthusiasm on the part of the central government. Canada, however,
. ,

ha's a' legacy of success with constitutional forMs that failed

throughout much of the third World but are perhaps destined for

a new life n of Europeanpean nati.ons:

Canada has a wtitten cginstitution, the D.N.A. Act, which seems
A

Modest when compared to.the comprehensive post-war ventures ins

complex constitution-makiMg.
32

Enacted by the British Parlia-

meht with an, appending process dependent loon that body,'Cahada's

constitution is deceptively simple.Party government is not

made explicit, but British conventions are impliCit, fklthough

the Alict never acquired the.Mystique of the American constitution,

it has served its purpose and has demanded a certain veneration) '

It offers an interesting comparative case to place along side such

different exercises as the American, the British,.and the Third

French Republic. 'Perhaps attempts a5 creating comprehensive,
°

all embracing constitutions that raise .6e popular level of).

expectation are doomed to failure. There maybe much to be 'said

for constitutional modesty in the'Canadie vogue.
33

Cnadi,an political parties and voting behaV,Aor offer a

fertile field to political scientists The two dominant nor17,

ideological, all embracing, political parties are easily recog-

ntzable. The Liberals and Progressive Conservatives are-not

unlike the American ies or the Social Ternocratic and Christia'n

O
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Democratic parties of Western Europe. Their structure'and beha-

vior are quite consistent with Daniel Bells "end of ideology." -

Yet Canada also has vital and successful third parties. Why?

Leon Epstrin explains this phenomena in terms of.the conflict

between cabinet-parliamentary gomernment andithe social structure

of a federal.systeff.
34

How appliCable to Canada.are the third'..

`party hyRothees developed the American-framewbrk? Do major

"non-ideological, umbrella parties tend'to coopt the sticcessfUl

issues of the third parties? Are third parties doomed to long- .

- .

term impotence? Does the decline in American party Identification,

on the-other hand,.and the youthful fascination with ideology,

mean the U.S. might move in the Canadian direction - two Ogminellt,

traditional'parties plus.a number of regional and/or ideological

parties? 1

Finally, Canadian politics can,serve as an important balancer
a

to the normative obsession with class politics.11 Political

scientists often seem to view..non-class politics as somehow

illegitimateqe.g., the view that the White southerners and
.

ethnic groups voting f or ixon in 1972 were voting agains -their

own interest.") This implies that pfople,ought to vot in terms

of class poliics defined as both developed and inevitable. -Mass

decisions to,vote in regional, religious, linguistic, or cultural
1

.term are viltwed as obstructionist, primitive, and, aberrational.

Yet Canada, with a.q4ality of life attractive to many American-

academicians, is a developed, affluent democratic system in

°which class politics is only minimally important. J. Murray

Beck concluded his study of Canadian federal elections by noting:
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g

Yet the elections demonstrate no less clearly that

support for the ajor political parties has not

diverged sharply long class, lines. Much as. V.O.

Key wrote about politics in the U.S.; so Underhill,

Dawson,-and Corry have Written about politics in

Canada - that it can most suitably be viewed as a'

procesi of sectional .reconciliation and that Canadian

poll ti cal leaders have acted As brokerage politicians

to/that end more than their counterparts in the U.S.35

a .

D. International. Relations

Students of internation relations,.doncerned 'with the i'causes
0 4

of war and the conditions of peace, have a,significant research

field in Canada and Canada's relations with the world. The world,

from Canadian eyes, is dominated by the United States. In a

system where a small state exists on theAwrder of a large.

sovereignty, 10 times mord-populace and powerful: the animosities

And amity of states take on a new character. Equilibrium pf. power

4tween the two is not poSsible,war seems folly as a tool of state

craft, and peace permits penetration of 'ttleosmaller by the greater.

Under such conditions, the scholar may gain. fresh 'insight into

the 4aditional questions of the field. What role.does nationalism

playjor a small power? Are smaill states inevitably -subjee to

imperialism, economic and cultural, if not political and mifitary?%

Is there a 1/4 )1e role for a small power as a "broker" between

large tates u. :o utilize diplomacy and international organiza-
.

tions to influence great states? Does the term sovereignty have
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any relevance in an-era of militiry and .economic interdependence,

especially for small, essentially defenseless, nations?,

-Canadians, until recently, ha0 lacked a strong sense of -

nationalism amCnational identity. 36 Fr'ench Canadians, however,

would find that statement.less tree. Lacking akeen sense of

nationalism, of mission, Canada's international relltions have

been remarkably pacific. .perhaps this only reflects a lack of
,

power. But ft may be a poiitime result of an lincleargidentity.

No wars have-been begun by Canadians, not- ever) a civil conflict

or substantial revolution. -Canadian-military activities since

the defeat of the French have been to defend against American

attack - effectively terminated about 1871, despite the continued

exTstence of Defense Scheme #14 37
to assist Britain with the

burdens ,of two.world'wdrs; and to aid in Uritted Nations peace-

keeping operations. A remarkable record Of nom-aggreision for

a power'which, as recently as 1945 (and perhaps only 1945), was

the 4th most powerful state in the world.

k4°' The recent assertion of Canadian nationalism, with its

strongly anti-American tone, offers an excellent laBoiatory to\

examine subsequent international behaviof of'a small state.38

Logically, an increase in tension wititpather powers and
1
a L

i

reduciOn of cooperative activity would, accompany this nationalism.

Canada has reduced her comtitment to NATO and appears increasingly

reluctant to undertake international peacekeeping roles. Relations

with the United States,,seem more tense and more formal than was
39 -the case in the St. Laurent-Eisenhower, Merchant-ffeeney, era.

'That this will lead to war is unlikely; increased Canadian self-

00023
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sufficiency and less internationalism in -foreign olicy (smaller *4

percenta§e'contributions' of_lhe G.N.P. to foreign aid .programs, =,

x.

etc.) seen'mo.re probable. Butjhe:student of ,nationalism as a
.

cause of war cannot rule out the possibility that. Canadi's

international be'havior willIdramaticallV change.

(if Canadian nationalism flourishes, substantial portions -of

"irredenta" can be found. Although Oar's 1796 Treaty provided

the framework ftoy arbitration and diplomatic negotiation which
, .

resolved the" -boundary problems of Maine-New BrunswickT1842Y,,

Oregon (1846), and thelAlaskan border. (1903), these were com-

_ pl ted when Canada was weak. 'If Canadian .nationalists 'accept

the storic thesit that. the 'British placed good Anglo-American .

relations above Canadianfilterst's,"
40

territorial claims going

all the way bacl to 1783 would be revived. As longes Canada

,Nemains weak militarily, a Chinese-Soviet style clash Is unlikely.

Yet,- the student who finds factors 1ge raphical especially

boundary disputes, amajor cause of war could j.o well to watch

Canada's changing relations with the United States. Point

Roberts, thatgeographic anpmalyi may bea useful indiCator.of.
f

'future .attitudes.41

Commercial intereds-between Canada and her giant neighbor

seem so tightly bound that rivaTry leading to conflict is beyond

the imagination. General Motors of Canada islwedded to General

Motors of the United States. But such economic marriages, though

they may predlude certain fdrms'of conflict, raise the flag of

economic rmperialism. Numerous writers see Canada "si7ently4

surrenllering
,"42

her economic independence to United States cor-

porate interests. This kow-tow for capital inflow, managerial
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experjise and technological advancement*lieridusly comPl.omIsei
0

the polittcai as,wel)..os the economic,' survival of that Unilue.

entity knownias.Canada. 1Fer ecOnowho'notionalijt, he 70% of

Canadian trade tied to the United States is appal1ng, the well

known litany of American dominance 9f.the rubber, petroleum,:

Mining and .automobile inddstrie'st as .well as significant, segments

.ni other manufacturing An,Cana4a, ts e nittonaTscandil.43

This must change, they argue. Walter 6ordon's.l5V hudget was

symptoMatic-of this concern as are mare recent actions

MerchantiTe Bank, and the restrictions on alien property purchases'

in some provinces, as Nova Scotia The student of international

relations/ can compare Canada's economic situation with- other .

small states an the borders of great powers, Ireland and the

United Kingdom, Finland and the. Soviet Union, for example, to

determine whether this economic penetrition is common. Comparison

may determine if there are effective; small power techniques

to prevent economic penetrationwhile longitudinal studies may
,

suggest whether such economic intimacy contributes to war or

peace. 44

Equally'perva'sfve is cultural penetration. Time, Reader's

Digest, - Playboy and other products of the American magazine

industry compete with Canadian Tr.ublicOtions like Maclean s for

readers, advertising dollars, acid newsstand space. But the

printediwork is not Alone. Through the easy access of a common

language,. the audio and visualckesence of the. United States in

Canada is overwhelming. Popular songs on the juke box and radix

. are from the,United States. '"A11,in the Family," "Rhoda,"
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"Gunsmoke,"and "Lucy" reruns ard'on the T.1/,: HollyW-ood films-

, show at
athe *cinema.' The list seems endless. The United States ..

,

Overnment, however,, not imposing -these elements of popular. :
0' / '

culture on Canada. The CanAdiano consumer demarids and purcheses, . i P

ti

o

these products.. But cultural nationajsts want the vast influx,'

slowed, if not "stopped. Canadian content in records and Canadian
1L,

tejevisio.n programming has given some Advantage to domestic

production. Government actions,' from the Canadian Brbadcasting

Corporation to the National Film, Board, h ve been an encouragement..

And, potentially, the imposition of.economic,penalties on Time's

5"Canadian" edition and Reader's Digest may gdrovide furtther relief.
op .

Still the student of internatlonal relations must ask, is cultural .

a.

imperWpi inevitable when a great country borders a sma11°and

no lin iistic barriers exist? Germany's relation Ito Auistria could

offer interesting contrasts and -similarities. If not inevitable,-

the effectiveness of small power restriction's and buffers need to

be assessed and judged on a cost effectiveness basis. The Belgian

relation to France .and the Irish connection with Britain might

offer insights.

Canada's international role,,m1.15 discussed and never settled, 46

demands attention. Barbara Ward slig, ests that Canada's domestic

development, bilingual and compromising, might make-her an inter-..

national "model builder." Canadians might be "the creative

institution makers; the citizens whohelp recreate the world's

?Wage of itself. "47 This v on of Canada as the first ainterna-

tional nation"'recalls Canada's steadfast work to make the Udited

Nations a successful force in world affairs, to open the .Commonwealth
0
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toaall nations and, on occasion, to debate joining the 0.A.S..for

the contribution Canada could make to Latin America. This enlarged

Canadian role in the world, during the Suez crisis, forging NATO,

and announcing a 'pace setting foreign aid goal of 1% of the G.N.P.,

now appear the result of a unique post-war period when Canada's

status and strength had few peers, plus the unusually skillful

diplomatic capability of the late Lester Pearson. But this may

be an ethnocentric perspective. The.student of international

relations must assess the contribution of Cinada as an effective

"middle power" to international peace and security. Canada's

Policies and actions may yet, prove Barbara Ward correct, though

Thompson and Swanson's recent overview does not support that

optimism.
48

Certainly the student of international relations

interested in the conditions of peace cannot ignore the range of

states below the great power level if he hopes to explain total

system behavior.

Canada, on occasionssuch as the Suez crisis and the entrance

into World War II, has served a broker rolebetween the United States

and Britain. Occasionally, under inept leadersOp - as Diefepbaker's

infamous Caribbean flight to join Kennedy and Macmillian - she has

been more of a burden than benefit. More often,.however, Canada

has seemed interested in one or the other of her great power

acquaintances merely as a make weight against the other. Canadian

foreign policy today, increasing its attention to Germany, Japan

and France, is designed to lesgen the impact of the United States

on Canada. Greater trade and increased communication with other.

43
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states may lessen the place of the UnitedStates in Canadian life. 49

Trudeau's visit to Moscow may be viewed in this light. These

attempts by a small power to find-an international role compatible

with sovereignty and a sense of national dignity are undoubtedly

matched and comparable to similar efforts of Yugoslavia, Egypt,

and Belgium.

Perhaps the'deepest affront to'Canadian sovereignty is the

helplessness, militarily, in the face of superior American'power.,
Canada is virtually defenseless against het neighbor. Instead Alf

a strong national force, Canada's military strength, like her

foreign poliCy, has,been depoliticized by regular reference to a

number of joint, U.S.-Canadian boards, agencies and committees.

Defense of Canada is parcelled out to NORAD and NATO, each effec-
,

4..-

tively under United States control. The Arrow cancellation and

Bomarc missile fiasco are eloquent testimony to Canada's inability

to support a sophisticated defense esta,blishment. The Permanent

Joint Board of Defense, since 1940, along with regular meetings

at all levels of Canadian and American defense officials, have

made it clear that Canada is subordinate to the. United States in

defense, radar warning systems and air opei'ations. Small wonder

that the topics of neutrality, or withdrawal from NORAD and NATO,

occasionally surface.
50

Canadiens confronted with this defense

reality, which confirms the economic, cultural and political

realities of the United States.presence, annot but be over-

whelmed with the magnitude of their effort to be- not only separ-

ate, but different, from .dhe United States.
a

Canada as a model in teaching politics at American Universities'

a
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is challenging, interesting and rewarding. The comparative approach,

a sense of history as well as contemporary affairs, and cultural

sensitivity can combine in many areas of political interest -

nation- building, policies, institutions or international relations,

for example - to enrich the study of political science. The

classroom instructor, as well as the student, will find Canada a

provocative, varied and useful model.

1
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